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INDUSTRY 

Government & Public Sector 

 

LOCATION 

West Midlands, UK 

 

KEY CHALLENGES 

 Manage growth of server farm 

 Tune server and desktop 

performance 

 Prompt resolution of customer 

problems 

 Data & metrics to measure 

performance 

 Immediate notification of 

system problems 

 Reporting for management 

 

SOLUTION 

A monitoring, tuning and 

measurement solution based on 

SysTrack 

 

Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council uses 

SysTrack to ensure essential service delivery  

to 300,000 residents 
 

“The features SysTrack gives us are vital for us 

to properly maintain our Citrix infrastructure” 

         Matthew Ridley — Senior Technical Officer, 

Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council  

 

 

Implementing server and application monitoring, tuning and 

measurement based on SysTrack has enabled the Dudley 

Metropolitan Borough Council to effectively manage the growth of 

their Citrix server farm and deliver outstanding performance to 

Borough customers. 

The Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council (DMBC) is the local governing entity for the 

Metropolitan Borough of Dudley.  Located in the West Midlands of England, the Borough 

comprises 38 square miles with a population of over 300,000.  The Council delivers 

essential local services including utilities, education, healthcare, housing, libraries, 

elections and transportation infrastructure.  IT infrastructure performance is critical to the 

delivery of these services. 

The Challenge 

Financials 

The persistently sluggish economy in the 

UK and worldwide continues to exert 

intense budgetary pressure on public 

sector entities.   

Like never before, public sector entities —

including IT functions — are being 

challenged to deliver level or even 

augmented services with fewer resources. 

SysTrack helps public sector IT functions 

to optimize their server investment and 

realize the highest ROI while delivering 

superior end user experience. 

Prior Implementation 

In 2004, the Social Services directorate  

of DMBC needed to upgrade its main 

business system and chose Citrix 

MetaFrame XP to help provide the 

business application and as well as a 

means to support that application more 

efficiently.  Prior upgrades had required 

visiting a large number of PCs to install/

upgrade the software on each. 

DMBC monitored the Citrix servers using 

both the built-in monitoring tool and the 

Windows performance monitor.  At the 
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BUSINESS BENEFITS 

 Optimized performance of 

Citrix servers 

 Prompt resolution of 

customer performance issues 

 Identification of underutilized 

applications 

 Load analysis essential for 

capacity planning 

time this was sufficient as there were only 

a few servers. 

Problem Symptoms 

About a year after implementing Citrix for 

the Social Services directorate, DMBC 

added other applications to the Citrix farm 

and purchased additional servers.   

It became apparent to DMBC that the  

built-in monitoring tool did not easily allow 

them to see the performance in  

real-time or historically for a number of 

servers at once and any issues they were 

experiencing.   

Also, the Windows performance monitor 

could not easily provide them with 

historical information over a long period. 

 

Requirements 

Critical Requirements 

The DMBC Citrix farm was growing and 

as such managing the increasing number 

of servers was becoming a problem.  

For DMBC it was essential that the Citrix 

farm be monitored closely, both in real-

time and historically.  The monitoring of 

the Citrix farm would give them the 

foresight to purchase new servers when 

capacity and performance were becoming 

an issue. 

Other Requirements 

DMBC needed to be able to see historical 

information on the performance of the 

Citrix servers, services and events and to 

also act in a certain way if various 

conditions were met;  i.e. if the servers 

were reaching their CPU, memory or disk 

limit or if a service hanged, then email the 

Citrix administrators and attempt to restart 

the service or run a batch script. 

In addition, if a customer raised an issue 

that happened in the past they needed to 

be able to find out what server that 

customer had been connected to and 

what the performance of that server was 

at the time. 

Lastly, they needed to be able to provide 

reports not only for the IT team but also 

for management.   

 

Product Selection 

Selection Considerations 

“We researched available monitoring 

tools but could not find anything to match 

SysTrack. 

We trialed a couple of products but 

SysTrack was by far the easiest product 

to use and provided us with the most tools 

to monitor the applications, servers and 

also the Citrix user sessions. 

The ‘ace up the sleeve’ for SysTrack was 

the BlackBox data recorder, where you 

click somewhere on a performance graph 

which then digs deeper into what users 

were on the server and also what was 

happening performance-wise. 

We found SysTrack to be the only product 

on the market that was geared up for 

monitoring Citrix Servers.” 

Vendor Selection 

“The purchase and maintenance costs 

were a big factor in which vendor we 

chose.   

Added value was also highly important 

and with the SysTrack BlackBox data 

recorder there was no other product in the 

marketplace that could compete.  We felt 

that the BlackBox data recorder alone was 

worth the additional cost. 

SysTrack had other useful features such 

as application resource utilization, system 

changes history, application whitelists/

blacklists and web analysis that other 

vendors simply did not have. 

SysTrack was also getting good reviews 

in various Citrix forums.”  

“I would definitely recommend 

SysTrack for monitoring not 

only Citrix implementations  

but also for monitoring other 

Windows servers as  

we have done. 

It is a very easy product to use 

and deploy and the support  

we have received since we  

have purchased it has  

been second to none.”  

 

Matthew Ridley 
Senior Technical Officer 

Production Services Technical Team 

ICT Services 
Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council  
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Implementation 

Ease of Use & Deployment 

“Our SysTrack installation consists of a 

master system, SQL database and a client 

that is installed on each server.   

Lakeside support helped with our initial 

deployment which went very smoothly.  We 

have deployed most of the subsequent 

upgrades ourselves as the procedure is 

very straightforward.   

In fact once the master system is up and 

running, deploying the client to a server is 

as simple as drag and drop from within the 

SysTrack interface.  There are a number of 

tools to allow us to check client information 

once deployed, repair a client and also log 

files if there are any issues. 

We manage multiple Windows forests all 

from a single SysTrack master console.  

This makes monitoring the servers very 

easy. 

Once the client software was deployed to 

the servers we found it very straightforward 

to start monitoring them.  There are a large 

number of features in SysTrack and we 

tend to mainly use the performance 

monitoring to check that the servers are 

working as expected.  We have created a 

number of alarm configurations (Citrix, 

Exchange Front End, Exchange back End 

etc.) to alert us if any performance 

counters are outside certain limits, if 

services fail (or are started) or if events in 

the event log occur.” 

Impact on Operations 

“Before we used SysTrack, if a Citrix 

server crashed we didn’t know anything 

about it until we started getting calls 

coming in to the service desk about 

customers losing their session.  Previously 

we used Windows performance monitor to 

check performance of the Citrix servers 

although this was cumbersome and didn’t 

provide for any alerting.  This also had to 

be configured on each Citrix server and 

data was not written to a back end 

database to be interrogated at a later date. 

When we first had Citrix we had 

performance issues on the servers.  We 

suspected that the bottleneck was disk 

related.  We sent the SysTrack logs off to 

Lakeside who quickly confirmed that we 

were experiencing high disk latencies and 

the fact that we hadn’t got any additional 

RAID cards in the servers with battery 

backed cache was the issue.  Once new 

RAID controllers were purchased the 

problem was fixed.  

SysTrack also allows us to see all the Citrix 

published apps a customer has used and 

when.  We use this information to find out 

what Citrix server a customer was on when 

they had a problem.  We can now see a list 

of the published apps (or system apps) on 

Citrix, when they were used and how often, 

who used them and also the resources that 

they use on the server.  This is useful to 

find out if certain apps are actually used 

anymore or if other apps need more 

resources.  We used this feature when we 

moved from our Windows 2000 Citrix 

MetaFrame XP farm to the Windows 2003 

Citrix Xenapp5 farm to find out which apps 

were no longer required. 

With SysTrack we are also alerted by email 

when any software changes have been 

made on the Citrix servers.  When we first 

had Citrix this did alert us to the fact that 

users were amending files on the Citrix 

server and it helped us to lock the servers 

down further.  We also had a problem with 

Citrix servers randomly crashing which we 

found out was a certain printer driver.  We 

also used SysTrack to alert us when the 

driver was installed/run on a server and 

SysLock to prevent the process from 

running.”   

Expanded Implementation 

“Since our initial implementation of around 

10 Citrix servers running on dedicate 

server hardware, we now have over 90 

servers running on a mixture of 

XenServers and physical servers.  We also 

use SysTrack to monitor our Exchange 

servers.“ 

 

Measuring Success 

Realized Benefits 

“We know that SysTrack is working as we 

use it almost every day when checking 

performance and we also get alerts via 

email or messenger.   

SysTrack has helped us to be more 

proactive when requesting additional 

server capacity.  By looking at the 

performance graphs regularly we can see 

the trend for resource usage and know that 

additional servers will be required soon.  

Before we had SysTrack we usually found 

out we needed new servers when their 

performance decreased or they reached 

capacity. 

SysTrack has also shown when certain 

Learning and Schools 

Business 

Parking and Roads 
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applications or Citrix servers are 

underutilized.  In this case we have been 

able to move these apps to other servers 

and free up additional server capacity. 

We use SysTrack when we are installing 

new applications onto Citrix as we monitor 

the applications CPU, Memory, Disk etc.  

Sometimes SysTrack has shown that the 

amount of resources used by an 

application make it unfit for use on our 

Citrix Servers.   

Also we use SysTrack to find out what 

Citrix server a user was connected to and 

then use the BlackBox data recorder to get 

more details as to what was going on at 

the time. 

Without SysTrack we would be effectively 

in the dark on how our Citrix servers are 

performing and any problems they may 

have.   

Continuing Value 

“We constantly use SysTrack to proactively 

monitor our Citrix infrastructure.  SysTrack 

highlights any capacity issues we may be 

having on the Citrix servers allowing us to 

request additional servers before it 

becomes a problem.  We also use it when 

customers have a problem or a Citrix 

server crashes.  In this case we use the 

BlackBox data recorder to see what 

processes were running or starting just 

before the crash. 

We were recently asked if we still needed 

SysTrack.  The answer is “absolutely:” the 

features it gives us are vital for us to 

properly maintain and manage our Citrix 

infrastructure. 

With the latest version of SysTrack there 

are new features such as Resolve (Help 

Desk diagnostics) and the Enterprise and 

Site Visualizers (end user analytics) which 

we are still coming to grips with.  We will 

use these more as we become more 

accustomed to them. 

We mainly use SysTrack for monitoring our 

Citrix Infrastructure and every new Citrix 

server we build has a SysTrack license.  

We also requested SysTrack to monitor 

our Exchange Servers as we are now 

familiar with how it operates.” 

Technical Support 

“A few years back the management team 

requested if SysTrack could show the 

maximum concurrent number of users that 

had logged in over Citrix based on billing 

security groups we had created.  This was 

to be used to help us bill the various 

departments.  This was not possible with 

the current version of SysTrack but 

Lakeside engineers accelerated 

development into the next release. 

Once we upgraded to the next release, we 

worked with the Lakeside engineers to 

create a report that we still use today.  This 

was at no extra cost! 

Lakeside recently opened an office in the 

UK.  We now have local support 24x7.” 

Recommend SysTrack 

“We would definitely recommend SysTrack 

for monitoring not only Citrix 

implementations but also for monitoring 

other Windows servers as we have done.   

It is a very easy product to use and deploy 

and the support we have received since we 

have purchased it has been second to 

none.  Lakeside will use email, phone or 

can even connect to your device to help 

with any issues you may have.   
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